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Let F((x)) be the field of formal power series over the field with two elements 
F. We classify all quadratic elements in F((x)) which are almost periodic, the 
Morse-Hedlund sequence being a special case. We also give some results for 
higher-degree almost periodic elements. 
DEFINITION. Let F be the field of two elements 0 and 1. Let F((x)) be the 
field of formal power series over Fin the indeterminant x, i.e., series of the 
form 
f = f “w, fk # 0, 
i=k 
where fi E F and where k is an integer (possibly negative) which we denote by 
ord(f). Ci=, fixi will be called the integer part off, denot.ed by Int(f). 
The elementf of F((x)) will be identified with the sequence 
When f EF((x)), we will always use fi to denote the coefficient of xi in ,fi 
Let F[x] be the ring of polynomials in x over F, F(x) the field of rational 
power series in x over F, i.e., of elements of the form a/b, where a and b 
lie in F[.x]. By a quadratic power series we will mean an element f in F((x)) 
satisfying the quadratic equation 
af” + bf + c = 0, 
for given a, b, c in F(x). 
a # 0, (1) 
Rationals or solutions of first-degree equations over F(x) are the eventually 
periodic sequences. We will show that there is a class of quadratic power 
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series which are eventually almost periodic. (Eventually almost periodic 
sequences (e.a.p.) are defined in Section 2.) For example, the classical Morse- 
Hedlund sequence is quadratic, satisfying the equation 
(1 + x)“f” f (1 + X)“Xf+ x3 = 0. 
In Section 2 we give an effective classification of the subfields of F((x)) 
quadratic over F(X) into two types: one, all of whose elements are e.a.p., 
and a second, none of whose nonrational elements is e.a.p. In Section 3 we 
will obtain similar results, which are more difficult but not as complete, for 
certain quartic fields. Section 4 discusses the relationship between the almost 
periodic sequences of this paper and almost periodic bisequences (see [l]). 
1. SOLUTIONS OF QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 
In this section, we investigate the solutions of (1) that are in F((x)), allowing 
a, b, c to be any members of F((x)) with a # 0. If b = 0, then (1) has a 
solution in F((x)) iff (~/a)~ = 0 for all odd i, and the unique solution f of (1) 
then satisfiesfi = (~/a)~~ for each integer i. If b # 0 then (1) is reduced to 
g’+g+d=O, 
where d = aclba, by the substitution f = (b/a) g. 
(2) 
DEFINITION. When (2) has a solution in Q(x)), we use Id to denote the 
solution g with constant term g, = 0. The other solution wia be l_d $- 1. 
Remark. When b i 0 and laclbz exists, the two solutions of (1) are 
W> I tac>/b2 and t&> + (b/a> I(acYb”. 
Remark. If ld and 15 exist in F((x)) then & exists and Id + e = k + 15. 
DEFINITION. For d E F((x)), let Tzic+l(d) be the number of di f 0 for which 
i is negative and 2k + 1 is the largest odd integer dividing i. 
THEOREM 1. (a) If Int(d) = 0, then (2) has a solution in F((x)) and 
I! = gy7 
so (l&i+1h3 = CL, a(zi+l)zfi, i,j = 0, L.... 
(b) For general d E F((x)), (2) has a solution in F((x)) zz d, = 0 and 
T,,+,(d) = 0 mod 2 for k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
(c) k exists zJf IInt(d) exists. When IInt(d) exists it is in F[x-I]. 
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Proof. (a) Note that the series in (a) is a well-defined element of F((x)). 
Direct substitution of the series into (2) then proves (a). 
(b) If E exists in F((x)) then ord(d) is either positive or a negative even 
integer 2k. Now Id exists in F((x)) if? k + x2k + xk = k i- xk exists in 
F((x)). Since ord(d + xzk + xk) > ord(d) when ord(d) = 2k < 0, a finite 
succession of such transformations either ends in an element e with ord(e) = 0 
or an odd negative integer, in which case k does not exist, or ends in an 
element e with ord(e) > 0, in which case k exists by (a). Since adding 
XZk + x I: does not change the parity of the ri , part (b) is proved. 
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
IffEF((X)) is a root of (I) with b = 0 and a, c E F(X), then f is periodic 
and therefore in F(x). Thus, using Theorem l(c), we have 
PROPOSITION 2. Every subfield of F((x)) quadratic orer F(x) is of the form 
F(x, b, &eve d E Ffx) and Int(d) = 0. - 
2. ALMOST PERIODK SEQUENCES 
DEFINITION. An element d = C,t, d,xi with Int(d) = 0 is called prrvely 
periodic with period z if di = di+ for all i >, 1. Thus d E F((x)) is purely 
periodic iff d = p/q? p, q E F[x], gcd( p, q) = 1, x 1 p, and degp < deg q. 
DEFINITION. The series do F((x)) is regularly almost petviodic (,r.a.p.) 
if, for each integer n > 0, there exists an integer v = I > 0 such that 
d, = di+ri for i = 1, 2,..., 12 and all j > 0. We say that d is er:entuaf/y 
regularly almost periodic (e.r.a.p.) if there exists k > 0 such that x+‘d is 
r.a.p. 
DEFINITION. By an n-bIock of d E F((x)) we mean an ?z-tuple 
(4 , 4,x ,..., di+,-l) together with its position i 3 1. E;y an initial block 
we will mean a block starting in position I, even when Int(d) + 0. The series 
d is almost periodic (a.p.) if, for each n-block of d, there exists N such that 
every N-block of d contains a copy of (= same n-tuple as) the given n-block. 
The series d is evemualll: almostperiodic (e.a.p.) if x-“‘d is a.p. ~OI- some k > 0. 
Remark. In order to prove that a series d is a.p., it is sufficient to show 
that for every initial n-block B = (4 , dg ,..., d,) of d there exists N = N(B) 
such that every block in d of length N contains a copy of B. This is because 
a sufficiently long initial block B of the series d contains a copy of every 
m-block appearing in d, so every N(B)-block of d will then contain a copy 
of every nz-block of d. In particular, if d is r.a.p. (e.r.a.p.) then it is also a.p. 
(e.a.p.). 
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THEOREM 3. If d is r.a.p. then n = Id is also r.a.p. - 
Proof. Suppose the initial block (dl , ciz ,..., d,) reappears in d with 
period rr. Take s such that 2” > n, and set P = 2%. Suppose that 1 < j < n 
and that u is the largest integer such that 2” divides j, so s > u. Then II is 
the largest integer such that 2” divides .j + kP and 
COROLLARY 4. If d is purely periodic then l_d is r.a.p. 
Remark. If d is purely periodic with odd period rr, it can be shown that 
a copy of every n-block of Id is contained in every block of (d of length - 
where t, = max{t E Z: 2t < n>, and 2” = l(mod n), e > 0 (e.g., if d satisfies 
an irreducible recursion of span m, then we can take e = m). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p, q c F[x]. If a E F((x)) is e.a.p. (e.r.a.p.), then 
pa + 4 is e.a.p. (e.r.a.p.). v a, b EF((x)) are e.r.a.p., then a + b is also 
e.r.a.p.. 
Proof. When a is a.p. then ap is e.a.p., because the block ((ap)d ,..., (ap)<+,,,) 
of ap is determined by the block (aiedegs ,..., ai+,,) of a. 
When a and b are r.a.p. then a + b is r.a.p., because l.c.m.(r, , r,) is a 
period for the n-long initial block of a + b when x, and nB are periods for 
initial n-blocks of a and b, respectively. 
From these observations the proposition follows easily. 
The next theorem, which is well known for bi-sequences [l, p. 261, will 
be useful in the sequel: 
THEOREM 6 (The Inheritance Theorem). If a is a.p., then, for every 
positice integer m afld etlery initial block B of a, there exists T such that every 
block of length T contains a copy of B beginning in position 1 + jm for some j
(i.e., the initial block occurs almost periodically on the O-cut mod m>. 
Proof. We say (ai , a,+l ,..., ai+J occurs on cut r mod m if i = 1 + r 
(mod m) and 0 < I* < m  - 1. Suppose B occurs on exactly e cuts mod m 
in a. Let N be so large that B = (a,, a, ,..., aN) contains a copy of B at 
each of these C cuts. Any translation of 9? in a must contain copies of B 
at ( distinct cuts, and thus at the O-cut. Since 9 reappears almost periodically 
in a. the theorem now follows. 
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The Inheritance Theorem shows an a.p. series is more like an r.a.p. series 
than one might at first suppose. As an immediate corollary, we have 
COROLLARY 7. ffa is e.a.p. and b is e.r.a.p., &en a f b is e.a.p. 
The following is the main step in the proof of the result mentioned in the 
Introduction. It generalizes Proposition 5. 
THEOREM 8. Let q1 , q2 E F(x) be rational power series. IJf a is e.a.p., 
then b = qla + q2 is e.a.p. 
Proof. We can write q,a -+ q2 in the form ( pla + p2)/p3 , -where p1 , pz , 
and p3 are polynomials. There exists n and k such that ~~(2 + 1) = p3p4 
for some polynomial p4 . So q,a -t q2 = x-“(p,p,a + P~PJI(x” + 1). The 
numerator of the expression on the right is e.a.p. by Proposition 5, so it 
suffices to prove b = a/(x” + 1) is a.p. when a is a.p.. 
For an N-tuple B and an n-tuple c with N > n, we will risk some notational 
ambiguity, by letting B + c denote the N-tuple found by periodically filling 
out c to an N-tuple and then adding B, so, e.g., 1001101 + 10 = 1001101 + 
1010101 = 0011000. From a = (1 + x”) b, we see that each N-block 
B = (bi , bi+l ,..., biiNml) in b determines an (N - n)-block 
SB = (bi+n + bi 9 bi+n+l + b,;l) bi+n+$ + b,+z )..*> bi+,-l $- bi+hr-l--n) 
of a appearing in positions i + 12 to i + hr - 1 of a. If B and B’ are blocks 
of b, then 6B = 6B’ (= as (N - n)-tuples) iff for some n-tupIe c, B’ = B + c. 
Suppose B1 is an initial N-block of 6. Let {c, = 0, c2 ,..., c,} be the set of 
all n-tuples c for which the N-tuple Bl + c appears in b as a block starting 
at a position = l(mod n), and let the block Bi be the jrst such occurrence 
of Bl + Ci in b. Now choose A4 so large that the initial M-block B* contains 
the blocks B, , B, ,..., Bm . If c is an n-tuple for which the M-tuple B* + c 
appears starting at a position = 1 (mod n) as a block of b, then c = ci for 
some i (by the definition of the Ci , since Bl t c is the initial block of B* + c) 
and the block Bi becomes in B* + c a block equal to Bl . This proves b 
is a.p. when a is a.p., because the Inheritance Theorem guarantees that the 
(M - rz)-tuple 6B* appears almost periodically starting at positions 
= 1 (mod n) in a, and each such occurrence in a gives rise to a similar 
occurrence in b of a block = B* + c with c an n-tuple. 
If a is any nonrational element of a quadratic field K _C F((x)), then every 
element of K has the form q,a + q2 with q1 , qr, EF(x). Hence as a corollary 
of Theorem 8 we have: 
COROLLARY 9. Quadratic extension jfie.lds of F(x) in F((x)) either consist 
entirely of e.a.p. elements or hate no nonrational e.a.p. elements. 
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PROPOSITION 10. Ifr EF[x], r,, = 0, then the following are equicalent: 
(i) k is e.a.p.; 
(ii) k E F[x]; 
(iii) T~~~+~(Y(~-~)) is euen for k = 0, I,.... 
ProoJ: There are at most deg Y nonzero (k)j for 2i < j < 2i+1. Hence k 
contains arbitrarily long blocks of zeros, which violates the definition of 
e.a.p. unless (k)i = 0 for all large i, i.e., k E &‘[x]. From the proof of 
Theorem 1 we see that )r E F[x] iff the condition on T.,,+~ is satisfied. 
Remark. We can write any d E F(x) in the form 
d = Int(d) + e + r, 
where e is purely periodic and r E F[x]. In Theorem 1, we showed that W(d) 
determines whether or not k exists. We now show that the polynomial Y 
determines whether or not Id is e.a.p. When Id exists, jInt(d) + e is r.a.p. 
by Corollary 4, and therefore, by Corollary 7, Idis e.a.p. iff k is e.a.p.; thus, 
by Proposition 10, (d is e.a.p. ifI IY E F[x]. (This-argument also shows that if 
eirap) 
d is e.a.p. then [d eventually agrees with IInt(d) + e, and therefore E is - 
. . . . 
The above allows us to decide effectively if a quadratic power series f 
is e.a.p. Suppose f satisfies (1) with a, b, c EF[x] and b # 0. By a remark 
in Section 1 and by Corollary 9, f will be e.a.p. iff Id is e.a.p. for d = ac/b2. 
We use the division algorithm for polynomials to determine the r in the above 
paragraph; P will be either the quotient polynomial we get when we divide 
ac by b2 or 1 + this quotient (if x does not divide the quotient). The elementf 
is e.a.p. iff T~~+~(Y(x-~)) is even for 2k + 1 < deg Y. 
Using the above remark we see that if ld is e.a.p. then there exists a purely 
periodic e such that F(x, Id) = F(x, le). Theorem 11 below, summarizing 
some of the results of this section; now follows from Proposition 2, 
Corollary 4, and Corollary 9. 
THEOREM 11. A quadratic power series f is e.a.p. iSff G F(x, I<) for some 
purely periodic rational d. 
Remark. The Morse-Hedlund sequence 
.01101001100101101001011001101001... 
is defined recursively by writing 0 then following the initial 2i-block with its 
complement to obtain the initial 2 i+l-block. If we write the Morse-Hedlund 
sequence as a power series x2 + x3 + x5 + x8 + x9 + .*., since fit-1 = fi 
and fzi = fi + 1, it follows that the Morse-Hedlund sequence is a solution 
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of(l + x)“f” + (1 + x)“xf+ x3 = 0 and hence equals (X/(X + I))Ix/(x i 1). 
So we have another proof that the Morse-Hedlund sequence is almost 
periodic (see the remark following Theorem 16). 
3. QUARTIC AND HIGHER DEGREE SEQUENCES 
THEOREM 12. Suppose d is purely periodic. Then l’“d is r.a.p., and it is 
a root of the polynomial P, f d where P, is defined by - 
Furthermore, if Id is not in F(x), then the degree of @ over F(x) is 2”, and thus 
P, + d is irredu%ble over F(x). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3 that lI1_ is r.a.p. From the identity 
P, + d = (f’n-1 +- IdXfL + Id -+- 11, - - 
we see by induction that pd is a root of P, + d. To prove the statement 
about the degree of E use%duction and 
LEMMA 13. Suppose K is a subfield of F((x)) containing F(x). Let a E K 
be such that lea exists. Then - 
[K(If): K] = 2 => [K(pa): K(la)] = 2. 
Proof. Suppose 12a E K(b). Then there exists a polynomial P with coeffi- - 
cients in K such that72 = P(j_a). So 
(3) 
Because the polynomial f2 + f + a is irreducible over K with roots k and 
12 + 1, the mapping k --f b + 1 defines an automorphism of K(jg) over K. 
If we apply this automorphism to (3), we obtain 
P(If + 1)” + P( If + 1) + la + 1 = 0. 
But (1% + I),, f 0, and thus, by Theorem I, the equationf2 + f + 1~ + 1 = 0 
has no solutions in F((x)). This proves the lemma. 
The following describes the conjugates of l?J over F(x). 
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Remark. Let A be the algebraic closure of t;((x)). Since Pn(f) is linear 
inf, it is clear that the set of roots of P, + din A is 
{ j”d + 0: 0 E S,:, 
where S, is the set of roots of P, , which is defined over 4;. From the formula 
Pn = P,-l(P,-1 -I I>> 
we conclude that 
n-1 
Pn(f) = f 111 (Pm(f) + 11, 
Wl.=O 
and that P, / P, for m < n. So P, / P,k = f ‘lb + f if n < 2’;:, and therefore 
S, = (0: 0 = 0 or P,(O) = I for some 112 < n} C GF(227C) 
with equality iff n = 2”. Furthermore, a counting argument shows that 
every irreducible factor of P, + 1 over F has degree 2” if 2”-l < n < 2”. 
A root of P, + 1 may be thought of as “1141”. 
For general n, we do not know if every element of fi(x, I”d) is e.a.p. for 
purely periodic d, but we can show the following results for quartics: 
THEOREM 14. If d is purely periodic, then every element of the jeld 
F(x, p) is e.a.p. 
THEOREM 15. If a and b are purely periodic, then every element of the 
jieldF(x, b, k) is e.a.p. 
Remark. Suppose that a, b E R = F(x) and that la and lb both exist. 
If none of la, k, and Ia + b are rational, then [R(b, @: R] =4. To prove 
this, we shoi that the polynomial 
which has ja lb as a root, is irreducible over R. It is easy to check that -- 
a1 = Ig b, o12 = b k + Iff + 16 + 1, a3 = k k + lf, a4 = b b + k are 
the roots of P. Since 
ala2 = ab E R, 
a1 + a2 = la + b + 1 # R, 
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it follows that 01~ $ R and cy2 # R. Similarly, it follows that 01~ $ R and 01~ $ R. 
So P has no linear factors and therefore also no cubic factors over R. Since 
we see that the trace term of any quadratic factor of P, which has mL1 as a 
root, is not rational. So P must be irreducible over R. 
Clearly all the roots of P are in R(lf4, k) = R(b k), so the field R(b, k) 
is Galois over R. However, by the remark following the proof of Lemma 13 
we see that no quartic extension of R of the form R(k) can be Galois. So 
the fields in Theorems 14 and 15, are, in general, different quartic fields. 
We will need the following extension of Theorem 3 in the proofs of 
Theorems 14 and 15: 
THEOREM 16. Let (qrC} be a sequence of purely periodic rationals, (a,<} a 
sequence of r.a.p. power series with Int(a,J = 0, and let {n,J be a sequence 
of positiue integers with nk --f co. Then 
b = f (qkaJzn’ 
7c=o 
is a.p. 
It is essential in the proof of the theorem that certain products be a.p. 
not just e.a.p. So we need the following observations: 
Remark. (i) Let p E F[x] with n 3 degp. If a is r.a.p. (a.p.), then x+pa 
is also r.a.p. (a.p.). 
(ii) By the proof of Theorem 8, 
x+a a.p. 2 a/(P + 1) a.p. 
(iii) So, for q E F(x) with the degree of the numerator of q < the degree 
of the denominator of q, 
a a.p. * qa a.p. 
Proof of Theorem 16. First we prove that 
(4) 
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is a.p., for all M. There exists an integer e = e(M) and polynomials pk 
with degree <e such that 
4r = PdW - 1) for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., M. 
Since a, is r.a.p., af” is also r.a.p., and therefore, by the above remark (i), 
xEpkap is r.a.p., so I 
M 2% 
re 1 pka, 
7c=o 
is r.a.p. by Proposition 5. It now follows by the above remark (ii) that 
is a.p. 
Let T > 0 be an integer and take M and N such that 22”’ 3 2N > T for 
all k > M. Then, for j2N + 1 < i < j2N + T, bi depends only on the terms 
(4k4 , 2nk k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., M, in the series; i.e., b and the sum (4) have the 
same T-blocks beginning in positions congruent to 1 mod 2N. But we have 
shown that the sum (4) is a.p. and we therefore know by the Inheritance 
Theorem that an initial T-block of (4) will reappear almost periodically in 
positions congruent to 1 mod 2N. So it follows that b is a.p. 
We have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 17. If q is purely periodic and a is r.a.p., then b is a.p. 
Proof of Theorem 14. Let a = @. We know a satisfies a4 + a + d = 0. 
So multiplying by a2 yields (a”)” + a 3 + da2 = 0, i.e., a3 = k. It now 
follows from Corollary 17 that a3 is a.p. We already know that a is r.a.p., 
and therefore that a2 is also r.a.p. So, by Proposition 5, p1 + p2a + p3a2 
is e.r.a.p. and p4a3 is e.a.p., if p1 ,p2 ,p3 and p4 are polynomials. Hence it 
follows from Corollary 7 and Theorem 8 that every element of the form 
pl + p2a + w2 + p4a3 
PS 
with pi E F[x] 
is e.a.p. But every element of F(x, 12d) has this form. This proves the theorem. - 
Proof of Theorem 15. It is easy to check that 
lg lb = I* + klb t I+. L--x 
So it follows from Theorem l(a) and Theorem 16 that k b is a.p. So, if 
K = F(x, k, k) is q uartic over F(x) (if it is not, the theorem follows 
immediately from Theorem 4), then 1, k, k, b k is a vector space basis 
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for K over P’(X) with L a and b r.a.p. and k b a.p. As in the proof of 
Theorem 14, it now follows that every element of K is e.a.p. 
Remark. Not every a.p. quartic is accounted for in the fields of 
Theorems 14 and 15. For example, suppose a, b E R = F(x) are purely 
periodic, and assume Ig, k, \a + b $ R; we show that the a.p. (by Corollary 17) 
element Q: = kk is not in a field of the form R(b), and that it is not in a - 
field of the form R(k, @). By an argument similar to the one we used in the 
remark following the statement of Theorem 15, we can easily prove that 01 
satisfies the irreducible polynomial f4 + (a + l)fz + af + a2b of degree 4 
over R. The conjugates of 01 are 01~ = 01, a!2 = 01 
ol+~+1. 
+ 1, a3 = LX+ k, Eg = 
If 01 E R(k) we see that R(a) = R(p), and therefore all the conjugates 
of R( /%J arecontained in F((x)); but we saw earlier that some of the conjugates 
of p are not in F((x)), so we have a contradiction. To prove that 01 is not in 
R(k, k)>, ‘t fi 1 su ces to show that R(a) is not Galois over R, since we know 
that R(k, Id) is. If the field R(U) were Galois over R, then it is clear from the 
conjugates%f cy. that k must be in R(E); so we show that b # R(a). If /_a E R(E), 
then R(c) = R&z, k), since both fields are quartic extensions of R containing 
b and b. So we can express 01 in terms of the vector space basis 1, /g, b, k k, 
for R(E) over R. Using the equation 01~ + 01 = ai!, we can then express 
ak in terms of this basis in such a way that we will be led to a contradiction. 
We leave the details to the reader. 
4. ALMOST PERIODIC SEQUENCES AND BI-SEQUENCES 
Traditionally, almost periodicity and related topics have been considered 
in the context of bi-sequences (ai = 0 or 1, i = 0, il, f2,...). The classical 
reference is [l], especially Chapter 12. 
The one-sided theory, in part, is contained in the two-sided, e.g., every one- 
sided a.p. sequence is the right half of possibly many a.p. b&sequences. 
BrooJ If {ai}, i = 0, l,..., is an a.p. sequence, we can choose ni such that 
(9 af+ni = aj , j = 1,. . ., i, 
(ii) ani+ = aniwl-j, J - , ,..., ‘-01 i. 
Then the sequence of left shifts by ni of the sequence a, considered as padded 
out with O’s on the left to a bi-sequence, converges in the usual weak topology 
of bi-sequence space to an a.p. bi-sequence having the given sequence a 
as its right half. 
What we called the Morse-Hedlund a.p. sequence .01101001100101 lo... 
can be extended to an a.p. bi-sequence in exactly two ways, by reflecting 
about the . , or complementing the reflection. 
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Our definition of regular almost periodicity, 
\dn 3pn : Vk > 0, ai = ai+kn, 5 i = 1, 2,. .., n, 
which is natural enough for one-sided sequences, is at variance with the 
standard definition of regular almost periodicity for two-sided sequences: 
‘dn 3pn : Vk , ai = ai+kD,, , i = *m, 52 )...) +l. 
This is an essential difference. In fact a = lx/(x + I), which is an r.a.p. 
sequence by Corollary 4, has exactly two extensions to an a.p. bi-sequence, 
both of which have aPi = ai, i = 1, 2,..., but differ only in having a, = 0 
or 1. Consequently, neither of these two are r.a.p. bi-sequences, since for 
any r.a.p. bi-sequence (IT and any a.p. bi-sequence a!, lim p(T%, T%) > 0, 
where T is the left shift and p is the metric of the weak topology on bi- 
sequence space [l, p. 881. 
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